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Abstract
The structural and magnetic properties of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (0 � x � 18) Heusler alloys have
been investigated by x-ray diffraction, magnetization, thermal expansion, and electrical
resistivity measurements. Austenitic phases with the L21 cubic crystal cell and martensitic
phases with Pmm2 orthorhombic structures have been observed at room temperature in alloys
with 0 � x � 12.5 and 13 � x � 14, respectively. The Curie temperatures of the austenitic
phases decrease linearly with increasing x and change from 370 (x = 0) to 340 K (x = 12.5).
In the concentration 7 < x � 10, the system is found to undergo martensitic phase transitions
above 150 K. The martensitic transition temperatures increase rapidly with increasing x and for
x � 13.5 the temperature exceeds the Curie temperature of the austenitic phase (340 K). The
alloys in their martensitic phases exhibit complex magnetic behavior. The phase diagram with
respect to temperature and composition of the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x system has been determined,
where the following magnetic phases have been observed in the martensitic state:
antiferromagnetic phase (14 < x); paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic (13 � x � 14, above
120 K) mixed phase; ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic (10 � x � 14, above 20 K) mixed
phase. The mixed phases result in observation of the exchange bias effect at low temperatures
(below 120 K).

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Among the first-order magnetostructural phase transitions in
solid state physics, the martensitic transition is one of the
most well known, and has been a subject of intense research
interest for many years. The martensitic transition is a
diffusionless solid–solid structural phase transition where the
displacements of the neighboring atoms are smaller than
the atomic separation. Recently, there has been much
interest in materials that exhibit ferromagnetism and undergo
martensitic transformations. The reason is that such materials
exhibit shape memory effects that can be controlled by the
application of external magnetic fields. Some Heusler alloys
undergo martensitic phase transitions where both crystalline
states, above and below the martensitic transformation, are
ferromagnetic. The high temperature austenite phase possesses
an L21 cubic structure, while the low temperature martensitic
phase may have a tetragonal or orthorhombic structure [1–3].
Ni2MnGa is the most well known ferromagnetic shape memory

1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

Heusler alloy, and has been the subject of much research in the
last decade [4–9]. It has been an impetus for the development
of new Heusler alloys that undergo martensitic transitions
while in a ferromagnetic state.

Recently some non-Ga based Ni–Mn–X (X = In, Sn,
Sb) Heusler alloys have been reported that undergo martensitic
transformations while in a ferromagnetic state [10]. In
their stoichiometric form of Ni2MnX, the alloys do not
exhibit any martensitic transformation. When X is partially
replaced by Mn martensitic transitions are observed for some
critical concentration. Studies of the magnetic and structural
properties of Ni0.50Mn0.50−xSnx and Ni0.50Mn0.50−x Inx have
been performed by some research groups [11–13]. It was
shown that, in these alloy systems, the magnetic moments
in the martensitic phases are lower than the moments in the
austenitic phases [12]. From an application point of view, these
alloy systems have already attracted much interest. Significant
properties of these alloys, such as large magnetoresistance,
magnetocaloric effects, and exchange bias properties have
been reported [14–20]. Although the Ni–Mn–X (X = In, Sn,
Sb) alloy systems are found to possess interesting properties
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Table 1. Crystal structures and lattice parameters at room temperature of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x for the indicated value of concentration x .

x Crystal structure Space group a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å)3 Rp Rwp Rexp χ2

0 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 6.027(1) 6.027(1) 6.027(1) 218.93(1) 25.18 39.89 29.71 1.8
6 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 6.018(1) 6.018(1) 6.018(1) 217.95(1) 18.74 24.23 25.48 0.9
7 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 6.008(1) 6.008(1) 6.008(1) 216.87(1) 25.63 38.91 44.57 0.76

10 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 5.992(1) 5.992(1) 5.992(1) 215.14(1) 24.25 36.64 42.86 0.73
12 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 5.981(1) 5.981(1) 5.981(1) 213.95(1) 14.96 19.05 19.62 0.94
12.5 L21 Cubic Fm3̄m 5.980(1) 5.980(1) 5.980(1) 213.85(1) 22.42 29.79 15.70 3.6
13 Orthorhombic Pmm2 4.289(1) 5.670(1) 21.564(1) 524.41(1) 14.99 19.92 22.20 0.81
13.5 Orthorhombic Pmm2 4.296(1) 5.645(1) 21.474(1) 520.76(1) 13.96 18.44 20.73 0.79
14 Orthorhombic Pmm2 4.303(1) 5.668(1) 21.467(1) 523.57(1) 30.66 45.59 35.92 1.61

from both scientific and application points of view, many
aspects of their magnetic and structural properties are yet to
be investigated.

In this work we present an experimental study on the
off-stoichiometric Heusler alloy system Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x

(0 � x � 14). We have elucidated detailed magnetic and
structural properties of this system through magnetization, x-
ray diffraction, electrical resistivity, and thermal expansion
measurements. The objective was to understand the basic
properties of the magnetostructural transitions in this alloy
system.

2. Experimental technique

Approximately 5 g polycrystalline Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (0 �
x � 18) buttons were fabricated by conventional arc melting in
an argon atmosphere using Ni, Mn, and Sb of 4N purity. Since
Mn and Sb vaporize very easily, some excess of the elements
(approximately 2% by weight of Mn and 0.4% by weight of
Sb) were added to the stoichiometric amount to compensate
for the mass loss during melting. The approximations of
the extra weight were obtained by melting the individual
elements separately followed by evaluation of the mass loss
after melting. The elements were melted four times, and the
weight loss after melting was found to be less than 0.2%. For
homogenization, the samples were wrapped in tantalum foil
and annealed in vacuum for 144 h at 850 ◦C, and slowly cooled
down to room temperature.

For phase identification and the determination of lattice
constants, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were
conducted at room temperature using a GBC MMA (Mini
Materials Analyzer) x-ray diffractometer that used Cu Kα

radiation and Bragg–Brentano geometry. The XRD patterns
were analyzed and indexed using the Windows version of
Powdercell XRD [21] and Fullprof [22] software.

The magnetization measurements were performed on
a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer manufactured by Quantum Design Inc. The
measurements were performed in a temperature range of 5–
400 K and in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe. Zero field cooled
(ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization measurements were
performed in a field of 100 Oe. Before performing the ZFC
measurements the samples were cooled from 400 to 5 K in zero
magnetic field. Prior to the FC measurements, samples were
cooled down from 400 to 5 K in an applied magnetic field of

Figure 1. Room temperature observed and calculated powder XRD
pattern of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (x = 0).

100 Oe. The saturation magnetic moments (MS) at 5 K were
estimated from the M versus H −1 curves by extrapolating the
curves to H −1 = 0.

Direct current resistivity, using the four-probe method,
was measured over the same temperature range as the
magnetization measurements. To eliminate the contribution
of thermoelectric effects, the current direction was reversed
and an average of the voltage drops in each direction was
recorded. Thermal expansion measurements were performed
using a high resolution capacitance dilatometry method in a
temperature range of 100–350 K [23].

3. Experimental results

3.1. X-ray diffraction

The observed and calculated room temperature XRD patterns
of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (x = 0) are shown in figure 1. The
XRD patterns indicate that the samples are in the austenitic
phase and possess the Heusler L21 cubic structures belonging
to the Fm3̄m space group. As shown in figure 2, all of
the other Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x samples, with x ranging from 6
to 12.5, possess cubic structures at room temperature. With
increasing Mn content, the lattice constants of the austenitic
phases are found to decrease (see table 1). This decrease
of the lattice constants could be due to the fact that the
atomic radius of Mn (1.40 Å) is smaller than Sb (1.45 Å).
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Figure 2. Room temperature powder XRD patterns showing the L21

phases of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x .

Figure 3. Room temperature powder XRD pattern of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (x = 13).

The calculated and observed room temperature XRD patterns
of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (x = 13) are presented in figure 3.
The cross symbol represents the observed pattern and the
solid line represents the calculated pattern. There is a very
good agreement between the calculated and observed XRD
patterns. Based on this agreement it was concluded that the
Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (x = 13) alloy possesses an orthorhombic
structure that belongs to the Pmm2 space group. Similar XRD
patterns were also obtained for the alloys with x = 13.5 and
14 (see figure 4). It was observed that the cell volumes of the
austenitic phases in Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x are smaller than the cell
volumes of the martensitic phases (see table 1).

3.2. Magnetization

The magnetization curves as a function of temperature [M(T )]
of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x for x = 7 and 10 in a field of 1 kOe are
shown in figures 5(a) and (b), respectively. The only transition
observed in the alloy with x = 7 was the ferromagnetic
transition at T A

C = 362 K (where the superscript A represents
the austenitic phase). Although not shown, the M(T ) curves

Figure 4. Room temperature powder XRD patterns showing the
martensitic phases of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x .

Figure 5. Magnetization as a function of temperature of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (a) x = 7, and (b) x = 10, in an applied field of
1 kOe.

of the alloys with x = 0 and 6 were similar to that of
the alloy with x = 7. In the M(T ) curve of the alloy
with x = 10, a transition occurs near 25 K observed as
a jump in the curve. At TM ≈ 164 K a sharp jump of
magnetization was observed, which is a typical characteristic
of the martensitic transition in a ferromagnetic state [8–11].
With further increase of temperature, a drop in magnetization
occurs at the ferromagnetic transition temperature (T A

C ) of the
austenitic phase.

The M(T ) curves of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (12 � x � 18)
at a field of 1 kOe are shown in figure 6. The M(T ) curves
of the alloys with 12 � x � 13 exhibit characteristics similar
to that of the curve of the alloy with x = 10. However, in
the M(T ) curve of the alloy with x = 13, a typical second-
order transition around 255 K is observed. This transition
represents the ferromagnetic transition (T M

C ) of the martensitic
phase. Before the completion of the transition, a martensitic
transformation occurs in the sample. Similar ferromagnetic
transitions, although more subtle, are present for x = 12 and
12.5. As the Sb concentration decreases further, T M

C becomes
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Figure 6. Magnetization as a function of temperature of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (12 � x � 18) in an applied field of 1 kOe.

Figure 7. Magnetization as a function of temperature of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x for x = 14 in an applied field of 1 kOe. The insets
show (a) the magnified version of the circled region, (b) the inverse
susceptibility curve as a function of temperature, and (c) the
magnetization as a function of field curves at temperatures near the
observed transition.

more distinct, while the martensitic transition becomes less
pronounced. In the M(T ) curve of the alloy with x = 13.5,
the martensitic transformation is still observed in the form of
a small jump in the magnetization around 336 K. The M(T )

curve of the alloy with x = 14–16 shows no martensitic
transition in the ferromagnetic state, and the only transition
observed is the ferromagnetic transition at T M

C . The alloy with
x > 16 shows no transition in the M(T ) curve. Figure 7 shows
the M(T ) curve of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x with x = 14 obtained
in a field of 1 kOe.

The insets (a), (b), and (c) show the M(T ) curves, inverse
susceptibility, and M(H ) curves, respectively, of the circled
region of figure 7. The magnified version of the circled
region of figure 7 (inset (a)) shows a step-like transition near
361 K that resembles a typical antiferromagnetic transition.
The inverse susceptibility curve, as shown in the inset (b) of
figure 7, suggests the paramagnetic nature of the sample with

Figure 8. Zero field cooled and field cooled magnetization as a
function of temperature of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (a) x = 12 and
(b) x = 13.5, in an applied field of 100 Oe.

x = 14. However, the slopes of the curves on each side
of the transition at 361 K are different. The linearity of the
M(H ) curves shown in inset (b) of figure 7 confirms that there
is no observable ferromagnetism in the alloy with x = 14
near the transition at 361 K. These observations imply that
the ferromagnetic regions of the alloy with x = 14 become
paramagnetic during the ferromagnetic transition at T M

C , while
the antiferromagnetic regions become paramagnetic during
the transition at 361 K. Figures 5–7 show evidence of the
presence of some inhomogeneous magnetic state in the lower
temperature regions (below 100 K) of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x .

In order to understand this magnetic behavior, zero
field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization
measurements were performed. In figure 8, the ZFC and FC
M(T ) curves of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (x = 12, 13.5) alloys
obtained in a field of 100 Oe are shown. The ZFC M(T ) curve
of the alloy with x = 12 shows an increase in magnetization
at around 65 K. This temperature is conventionally referred to
as the exchange bias blocking temperature, TB, below which
the exchange bias effect is observed in the system [20]. With
further increase of temperature the martensitic transformation
is observed near 270 K, followed by a sharp drop in
magnetization at the ferromagnetic transition temperature.

The only transitions observed in the FC M(T ) curve
are the martensitic and the ferromagnetic transitions. Below
TM, the ZFC and FC curves split, demonstrating irreversible
behavior. Such behaviors were also observed in the Ni–Mn–
Sn and Ni–Mn–In Heusler alloy systems [11–13]. It was
suggested that this type of behavior arises from the presence
of both AFM and FM interactions in the system. The AFM
interactions are consequences of the extra Mn atoms occupying
the In/Sn sites that align antiparallely with the Mn on the
Mn sites. Since the Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x system is similar to
those studied in [11–13], the splitting of the ZFC and FC
M(T ) curves in Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x is most probably due to the
presence of AFM and FM interactions. The ZFC M(H ) curve
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Figure 9. Magnetic hysteresis loop of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (x = 13).
The inset (a) shows the hysteresis loops from −0.2 T to 0.2 T and (b)
shows the 5 T field cooled loop from −0.2 T to 0.2 T.

Figure 10. (a) Magnetization as a function of field of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x at 5 K. (b) The moment per Mn atom as a
function of concentration x .

of the sample with x = 13, shown in figure 9, also suggests the
presence of such interactions in the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x system.

As shown in the inset (a) of the figure, the alloy with
x = 13 exhibits a double shifted hysteresis loop (hysteresis
loops on each side of the circled region in the inset (a) of
figure 9) when cooled in zero magnetic field. The double
shifted loop no longer exists when the sample is cooled in
the presence of a magnetic field of 5 T (see inset (b) of
figure 9). The double shifted loops usually occur in exchange
bias systems where there is an interface between AFM and FM
regions [24–31]. A detailed discussion of the origin of such
loops is given in [24]. Figure 10(a) shows the magnetization
as a function of field of the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x system at 5 K.
Figure 10(b) shows the magnetic moment at 5 T, and saturation
magnetic moment, MS, as a function of doping concentration
(x) at 5 K. The moment at 5 T and the saturation moments
are equal for x � 7, where the samples are in the austenitic
phase at 5 K. For x > 7, the moments at 5 T are found to
be less than the saturation moments. As shown in figure 10(b),
the moments decrease with increasing Mn content. Theoretical

Figure 11. Thermal expansion curves of the alloys with (a) x = 12
and (b) x = 13.

and experimental investigations were conducted on Mn rich
Ni2MnGa [32]. Based on the computational results within
the density-functional theory (DFT), it was shown that the
moments of the extra Mn atoms align antiparallely with the
moments of the other Mn atoms, and thus results in a decrease
of the saturation magnetic moment of Ni2MnGa. Based on this
experimental evidence, it can be interpreted that moments of
the Mn on the Sb sites of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x align antiparallely
with the Mn atoms on the Mn sites. These antiparallel
alignments cause a reduction in the total moment of the
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x system, and the moment therefore depends
almost linearly on doping concentration (x).

3.3. Thermal expansion and resistivity

The thermal expansion curves as a function of temperature
of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x with x = 12 and 13 are shown in
figures 11(a) and (b), respectively. The first-order nature of the
martensitic transitions in Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x is clearly seen as a
discontinuity in these curves. Pronounced step-like changes in
the thermal expansion curves at TM indicate that the martensitic
transition in Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x is a first-order transition.

In order explore the electrical properties of Ni50Mn25+x

Sb25−x , electrical resistivity measurements were performed on
some of the alloys in the series. Electrical resistivity is also
an effective method of identifying the order of both magnetic
and structural transitions. Resistivity curves as a function of
temperature of Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x with selected concentration
(x) are shown in figure 12. For the sample with x = 7,
no transition is observed in the resistivity curves except for
a minor slope change near TC. At the martensitic transition
temperatures of the samples with x � 13, sharp drops in
resistivity were observed. A resistivity drop of approximately
25% is observed in the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x alloys. Such
sharp and significant step-like drops of the resistivity at TM

are also evidence of the first-order nature of the martensitic
transformation in these alloys. Such characteristics of the
resistivity curves at TM are not observed in Ni–Mn–Ga based
Heusler alloys [8]. The alloy with x = 18 shows no transition
in the R(T ) curves, which is consistent with the M(T ) curve
of the alloy (see figure 6).

Figure 13 shows the resistivity curves for the alloy with
x = 13 at zero field and 5 T applied field. The figure
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Figure 12. Resistivity as a function of temperature of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x (7 � x � 15).

Figure 13. Resistivity as a function of temperature of
Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x for x = 13 in 0 and 5 T field. The inset shows the
magnetoresistance as a function of temperature.

clearly reveals that martensitic transition occurs at a lower
temperature in the 5 T field, and that there is approximately
a 4 K difference in the martensitic transformation temperature
obtained in 0 and 5 T fields. A magnetoresistance of
−13.5% was observed in the alloy for a field change of
5 T (see inset of figure 10). The resistivity curves as a
function of temperature in the Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x system are
very similar to those observed in Mn2Sb1−x Snx and other
metamagnetic systems, where an abrupt increase of electrical
resistivity below the AF ordering temperature occurs due
to a large decrease of the density of states (DOS) near
the Fermi level [33–36]. Therefore it is possible that the
martensitic transformation in the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x system is
accompanied by an antiferromagnetic transition.

The resistivity curves for the alloy with x = 13
at 0 and 5 T field shown in figure 13 indicate that
the martensitic transition temperature (TM) is reduced by
4 K due to the application of a magnetic field of 5 T.
The reduction of resistance near the antiferromagnetic
transition temperature by the application of a magnetic
field is also a typical characteristic of an antiferromagnetic

Figure 14. T –x phase diagram showing different magnetic regions
of the Ni50Mn25+x Sb25−x system.

system. This interpretation can also be justified from the
magnetization curves as a function of temperature of the
alloy with x = 14 presented in figure 7. Although no
martensitic transformation was observed in this curve, a typical
antiferromagnetic type transition is observed at 361 K. At this
same temperature a sharp change in resistance was observed
in the resistivity of the alloy (see figure 12). The other
alloys in the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x series that undergo martensitic
transformations in a ferromagnetic state also exhibit similar
characteristics in the resistivity. These observations strongly
suggest that an antiferromagnetic transition is the main
cause of the abrupt change in resistivity at the martensitic
transformation temperature of Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x .

4. Discussion

The exchange bias blocking temperatures (TB), martensitic
transformation temperatures (TM), ferromagnetic transition
temperatures of the martensitic phase (T M

C ), and ferromagnetic
transition temperatures of the austenitic phase (T A

C ), all as a
function of doping concentration (x), are plotted in figure 14.
As shown in the figure, with increasing Mn concentration the
T A′

C s were found to decrease. For x < 10 no martensitic
transformation was observed in the Ni50Mn25−xSb25−x system
and the samples were found to possess the ferromagnetic cubic
phase in the entire temperature region from 5–400 K. The
martensitic transformation starts appearing in the sample with
x � 10 and, with increasing Mn concentration, the martensitic
transformation temperatures are found to increase.

The ferromagnetic transitions of the martensitic phase
start appearing in the sample with x = 13, and T M

C is found
to decrease with increasing Mn concentration. When the Mn
atoms in Ni2MnGa are partially replaced by Cu or Co atoms,
the electron concentration of the alloy increases, resulting in
an increase of TM [37]. In light of this observation, it can
be suggested that the increase of TM in the Ni50Mn25−xSb25−x

system with increasing Mn concentration is due to the increase
of the electron concentration of the system.

Figure 14 also shows the various magnetic regions of the
Ni50Mn25−x Sb25−x alloy system. The experimental data of the
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system suggests that, depending on the doping concentration,
six different magnetic regions exist in the system. Phase A
is the EB region where AFM and FM regions exist in the
Ni50Mn25−xSb25−x system. It exists in the samples in the
concentration range x � 10. Phase B is the mixed region
where both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic (FM + AFM)
martensitic phases coexist. This phase exists below TM in
the samples with concentration (x) ranging from 10 to 13,
and below T M

C in the samples with concentration (x) ranging
from 13 to 14. Phase C is the ferromagnetic (FM) austenitic
phase that exists for the samples in the concentration range
0 � x � 13. In this concentration region, the system is
found to be ferromagnetic above TM and below T A

C . Below
TM, both ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism are found to
coexist in the system. Phase D contains the paramagnetic and
antiferromagnetic (PM + AFM) martensitic phases, and exists
above T M

C and below TM in samples with x > 13. Phase E
is the paramagnetic austenitic phase (PM) that exists above
T A

C in the samples with concentration range 0 � x � 13.5,
and above TM in the samples with x > 13. The samples
with x > 16 showed no transitions in the M(T ) curve. This
behavior could be attributed to the fact that, for x > 16, the
Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x alloys become very similar to Ni50Mn50,
which is antiferromagnetic with TN more than 600 K [38].
Thus it can be suggested that for x > 16 the Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x

alloys are antiferromagnetic over the entire temperature range
from 5–400 K. This is represented by Phase F in figure 14.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated the structural, magnetic, and electrical
properties of the Heusler alloys Ni50Mn25+xSb25−x (0 � x �
18). Martensitic transformations were observed in the alloys
for some critical Sb concentration range. The austenitic
phases are found to possess the L21 cubic structure, while
the martensitic phases possess orthorhombic structures. It was
found that the replacement of the Sb atoms by Mn atoms results
in a decrease in the total magnetic moment of the system.
Abrupt changes in resistivity were observed at the respective
martensitic transformation temperatures. Supported by the
magnetization measurements, it is likely that the abrupt change
in resistivity at TM is caused by an antiferromagnetic transition.
As the Mn concentration increases, the T M

C of the martensitic
phase, and the T A

C of the austenitic phase decreases, whereas
the martensitic transformation temperature increases.
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